NAUSEA + VOMITING

- n/v is not the center of gravity of dizziness
- identifying sx clue
- ask: n/v PLUS WHAT?
- n/v is intractable
- does severity fluctuate with time?
- Severity is constant
- ask: involves GI obstruction/dysmotility
  - proximal partial GI
  - obstruction/dysmotility
  - worsens w/ NPO

- [isolated n/v]
  - headache + ICP
  - dizziness + BPPV
  - abdominal pain + see separate thought train
  - Cough + PNA
  - extremity pain + fracture

- [Intractible isolated n/v]
  - Brain
    - ICP
    - area postrema
  - Cardiac
    - ACS
    - complete proximal obstruction, early safety
  - GI
    - complete proximal obstruction

- [What's in the Blood?]
  - [inside]
    - electrolytes
    - Na, Ca, Mg
    - endocrine insufficiency
    - adrenal insufficiency
    - pheo
    - T4, T3
    - FSH, LH, HCG
  - [outside]
    - toxins
    - cannabinoid
    - hypereosin
    - CO toxicity

- N/P/O
- meal
- meal
- N/P/O

- time